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ABSTRACT5

Early investigations suggested that mesoscale atmospheric motions would have very limited6

predictability due to the rapid upscale propagation of unresolvable small-scale errors through7

an inverse error cascade. In contrast, subsequent studies proposed that many mesoscale cir-8

culations inherit the predictability of the large-scale flow, and thereby remain predictable9

over relatively long time scales. To compare these different perspectives, 100-member en-10

semble forecasts were conducted for two powerful winter storms that struck the East Coast11

of the United States in 2010. A cycling ensemble Kalman filter was used to generate the12

initial conditions for each ensemble member, and the evolution of the ensemble spread was13

assessed through forecasts of snow-water equivalent precipitation, total precipitation, the14

850-hPa temperature, and the sea-level pressure. The predictability of the mesoscale fea-15

tures, evaluated from the growth in the ensemble spread, did indeed appear to be tied to16

the synoptic forecast, yet enough synoptic-scale variability developed to produce significant17

uncertainties in the mesoscale structure of both storms at lead times as short as 18 hours.18

In both cases, the evolution of the spatial spectra of the ensemble perturbation kinetic19

energy failed to show appreciable upscale error propagation. Instead, the initial-condition20

perturbations from the cycling EnKF were maximized at large scales and immediately began21

amplifying at all scales. Our results suggest that relatively modest errors in the synoptic-22

scale initialization of a forecast can impose a more important practical limit on mesoscale23

predictability than an upscale error cascade seeded by uncertainties in the initial represen-24

tation of unresolved small-scale features.25
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1. Introduction26

Descriptions of the dominant mechanisms of error growth in high resolution, mesoscale27

numerical weather prediction (NWP) models have varied in the literature. Since the early28

work of Lorenz (1969), it has been well known that error propagation and predictability of29

isotropic, homogeneous turbulence depends on the spectral distribution of the flow’s kinetic30

energy. Specifically, that if the spectrum is steep enough (approaching a −3 slope), upscale31

error growth from initial small-scale errors is limited, while flows with a shallower spectra32

(approaching a −5/3 slope) are characterized by appreciable upscale error growth. This33

upscale propagation of errors is known as the inverse error cascade. For a given magnitude34

of initial error, under this paradigm, the lead time with which a flow remains predictable35

increases with increasing spatial scale.36

Studies of the kinetic energy spectra of NWP models (Skamarock 2004; Hamilton et al.37

2008) and direct observations of the atmospheric spectrum (Nastrom and Gage 1985) reveal38

that two spatial regimes exist. At scales larger than approximately 400 km, the atmospheric39

kinetic energy is distributed spectrally with a k−3 relationship, where k is the one-dimensional40

horizontal wavenumber. However, a transition to a k−5/3 relationship occurs for wavelengths41

smaller than about 400 km. The conclusions of Lorenz would therefore suggest that the42

atmospheric mesoscale is fundamentally unpredictable, while the predictability of larger43

scales may be increased indefinitely by decreasing the magnitude of initial errors.44

Using more realistic models, studies of predictability have revealed error growth behavior45

distinct from an inverse cascade. For example, Tribbia and Baumhefner (2004) found that46

baroclinic instability was the key driver of synoptic-scale error growth, and that the upscale47

propagation of initially small-scale errors served primarily to seed that instability. Further,48

Hakim (2005) noted that at forecast lead times between 12 and 72 hours, errors in the 30049

hPa meridional winds grew most appreciably at zonal wavenumbers between 5-25, the same50

scales on which baroclinic instability dominates.51

In contrast, some have held that the mesoscales may enjoy enhanced predictability due52
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to the tendency for some mesoscale circulations to be generated by the (more predictable)53

synoptic scales interacting with known surface forcings such as topography (Anthes et al.54

1985; Mass et al. 2002). However, others have found that significant mesoscale differences can55

result from initial conditions that are nearly indistinguishable from a synoptic perspective56

(e.g. Nuss and Miller 2001; Reinecke and Durran 2009). Therefore, a primary purpose of57

this study is to compare the relative importance of upscale error propagation and large-scale58

initial-condition errors on the predictability of mesoscale features.59

We focus on the simulations of two strong winter snowstorms striking the Northeastern60

United States in 2010. The economic impact of errors in wintertime precipitation forecasts61

over this region may exceed that anywhere in the nation due to its high population density.62

Forecasts of quantitative precipitation amounts are known to be difficult over this region, and63

much effort has been aimed towards better understanding the factors controlling snowfall64

(Gurka et al. 1995; Keeter et al. 1995; Heppner 1992). Clarifying the nature of error growth65

in short range ensemble forecasts of these two winter storms can improve our understanding66

of the confidence that should be placed in high resolution, deterministic, local forecasts of67

precipitation.68

In section two, the ensemble prediction system is described, including the data assimi-69

lation cycle used for initialization. Sections three and four describe the predictabilities of70

snow water equivalence (SWE), total precipitation, 850 hPa temperatures (850T), and the71

sea-level pressure (SLP) fields for the 5-7 February and 26-27 December 2010 snowstorms,72

respectively. Section five assesses the growth of initial-condition perturbations as a function73

of spatial scale through computation of the total and perturbation kinetic energy spectra.74

Lastly, section six concludes.75
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2. Ensemble Design76

The Navy’s Coupled Ocean/Atmosphere Mesoscale Prediction System (COAMPS; Ho-77

dur 1997) was implemented with an ensemble adjustment Kalman filter (EAKF; Anderson78

2001) contained in the Data Assimilation Research Testbed (DART; Anderson et al. 2009)79

system to generate the initial conditions for 100 ensemble members. The EAKF is a de-80

terministic square root filter that is a form of an ensemble Kalman filter (EnKF) in which81

random perturbations are not added to the observations prior to assimilation, and it will82

be hereafter simply referred to as EnKF, although it differs from the EnKF as proposed by83

Evensen (1994).84

Starting from a downscaled, deterministic, global NOGAPS forecast, an ensemble was85

created by adding perturbations drawn from the NCEP static covariance matrix obtained86

from the WRFVAR system (Barker et al. 2004). The static background error covariance87

of WRFVAR uses a vertical recursive filter to model the vertical covariance structure and88

estimates the horizontal scales using the variance of each variable and its second derivative.89

With the ensemble defined, a six-hour data assimilation cycle was performed on three,90

one-way nested COAMPS grids with horizontal grid spacings of 45, 15, and 5 km, the91

domains of which are shown in Fig. 1 for both cases. The domains were chosen such that the92

regions of snowfall in the Northeast and the regions of convection in the Southeast were both93

captured by the convection-permitting fine mesh; therefore, the finest grid used to simulate94

the December storm was slightly larger than that used for February, since the primary region95

of snowfall was farther north in December.96

To avoid filter divergence due to overconfidence in the model estimates, spatially- and97

temporally-adapting multiplicative covariance state-space inflation (Anderson 2009) was98

used with an initial inflation value of 1.5 and a constant standard deviation of 0.6 through-99

out the domain. As the inflation values adapted through time in each assimilation window,100

they were temporally damped to avoid overinflation due to variations in the density of ob-101

servations in time. Errors in the approximated background error covariance resulting from a102
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limited ensemble size (see Anderson 2012) were addressed by applying the Gaspari and Cohn103

(1999) covariance localization function with a horizontal half-width of about 1, 176 km. In104

order to avoid overestimating mesoscale predictability due to the artificial influence of de-105

terministic lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) (as demonstrated in Errico and Baumhefner106

(1987)), the LBC tendencies were perturbed every six hours following the fixed covariance107

perturbation method of Torn et al. (2006) and further described in Torn and Hakim (2008).108

Data assimilation was performed every six hours for at least 7 days prior to the initializa-109

tion of 36-hour ensemble forecasts. After the EnKF spinup period, forecasts were initialized110

every 12 hours, at 00 and 12 UTC, beginning a few days before snowfall and continuing111

for a few days after snow stopped accumulating over the Northeast. In this way, forecasts112

of a single verification time were available at many forecast lead times, and the run-to-run113

tendency of the forecast variance served as a measure of predictability. In order to assess114

the statistical consistency of the ensemble system, ensemble verification is presented in the115

appendix.116

3. 5-7 February 2010 Snowstorm117

The 5-7 February 2010 Mid-Atlantic snowstorm dropped up to 96 cm of snow, resulted118

in the declaration of States of Emergency by Maryland and Virginia, and caused tens of119

fatalities in the United States and Mexico. The cyclone intensified over the East Coast120

largely according to Miller Type “B” secondary cyclogenesis, in which a cyclone west of121

the Appalachians dissipates while cyclogenesis occurs along a commonly-shared warm front122

east of the mountains (Miller 1946). Gurka et al. (1995) note that cyclones amplifying in123

this way often have a complex thermal advection pattern that leads to a broad region of124

mixed precipitation. The predictability of this mixed precipitation is found to have large125

uncertainty in our ensemble.126
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a. Rain/Snow Transition127

Fig. 2 shows the ensemble mean and spread in the 36-hour total accumulated SWE128

forecast between 12 UTC 5 February and 00 UTC 7 February. Large uncertainty is seen to129

have existed in forecasts at the southern boundary of heavy snowfall, while relatively little130

uncertainty existed in the snow forecasts in those regions where heavy snow was actually131

predicted. This is a result of differences among the ensemble members in the location of the132

rain/snow transition zone; the ensemble spreads in the accumulated total precipitation over133

the entire region are relatively small. To further illustrate the range of solutions suggested134

by the ensemble for a location within the model transition region, the means of the most135

extreme 34 (approximately one-third) ensemble members are examined at Richmond, VA.136

The use of the highest and lowest 17 ensemble members aims to assess what features a137

significant number of ensemble members may have predicted.138

Fig. 3 shows the subset-mean SWE and total precipitation forecasts at Richmond for139

the ensemble initialized 12 UTC 5 February. While all ensemble members predicted some140

snowfall at Richmond, large uncertainty existed in the amount of forecast SWE, particularly141

at forecast lead times greater than 18 hours. In contrast, forecasts of the total precipitation142

exhibited much less ensemble spread. For example, at 18 hours the differences in the high-143

and low-subset mean SWE is around 25 kg m−2, while that for total precipitation is just 15 kg144

m−2. Thus, the rain/snow transition zone associated with this winter storm appears to have145

been much less predictable than the total precipitation, as is also evident from the localized146

band of large ensemble spread in SWE at the southern boundary of snowfall (Fig. 2).147

b. Cold Air Damming148

The simulation of cold air damming (CAD) in this storm was found to be crucial to149

the ensemble’s prediction of precipitation type, consistent with the findings of previous150

researchers and forecasters (Penn and Winston 1957; Forbes et al. 1987). Similar to the151
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21-23 March 1985 CAD event thoroughly analyzed by Bell and Bosart (1988), a surface152

anticyclone existed to the northeast of the Mid-Atlantic region prior to coastal cyclogenesis,153

forcing cold air advection (CAA) towards the southwest along the Appalachian slopes.154

To analyze the importance of CAD in our simulations, Fig. 4 shows the ensemble mean155

SLP field and the two-meter temperature field for four times prior to the onset of precipitation156

at Richmond on the 15-km grid, with the 500-m elevation contour in black. These figures157

correspond to the 6-, 12-, 18-, and 24-hour forecasts for the ensemble initialized 00 UTC 5158

February.159

At 06 UTC 5 February, roughly 18 hours before modeled precipitation is forecast to160

fall at Richmond, the ensemble mean has a 1035 hPa high pressure over New York State,161

with a greater than 10 hPa difference in the SLP between New York and western North162

Carolina directed roughly parallel to the Appalachian slopes, forcing CAA in the along-163

barrier direction towards the southwest. By 12 UTC, the northern surface anticyclone has164

weakened somewhat and moved slightly to the northeast, but a significant along-barrier SLP165

gradient still exists, maintaining cold air east of the Appalachians and creating a very strong166

surface temperature gradient between inland Virginia and the coast. By 18 UTC 5 February,167

the northern anticyclone has moved farther northeast while the two cyclones associated with168

the type B cyclogenesis each strengthened, creating a broad region of low pressure in the169

smoothed ensemble mean southwest of the Appalachians and maintaining a tight along-170

barrier pressure gradient, despite the northeastward movement of the northern anticyclone171

(Fig. 4c). The characteristic “U”-shaped SLP contours to the east of the Appalachian crest172

commonly associated with CAD is clearly evident at this time.173

Finally, on 00 UTC 6 Feburary, a time in which many ensemble members forecast pre-174

cipitation reaching the ground at Richmond, the coastal cyclone has intensified and moved175

farther up the coast to the northeast. The ensemble mean SLP field has local pressure drops176

of around 20 hPa in the 12 hours between 12 UTC 5 February and 00 UTC 6 February near177

coastal South Carolina. The extent of cold air east of the Appalachians has clearly decreased,178
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primarily as the result of the approaching warm front. The eastern edge of the surface cold179

air dome is eroded, and the cold air is increasingly confined to regions farther to the west.180

Nevertheless, the existence of CAD prior to the approach of the warm front allowed the181

surface temperature at Richmond and surrounding areas to remain close to freezing through182

the onset of precipitation.183

Fig. 5 shows the ensemble cross-correlations between the 36-hour total accumulated SWE184

forecast at Richmond and forecasts of the 850-hPa and 10-m temperatures (850T and 10mT,185

respectively) at an 18-hour lead time. This cross-correlation is similar to the ensemble186

sensitivity introduced by Torn et al. (2006). Specifically, as in Chang et al. (2013), our cross-187

correlation is Torn & Hakim’s “sensitivity” divided by the ensemble standard deviation of the188

verification metric (here the 36-hour accumulated SWE at Richmond). To avoid confusion189

over terminology, we refer to the relationship simply as the cross-correlation.190

Forecasts of the 36-hour accumulated SWE at Richmond are highly correlated with the191

18-hour forecast fields of 850T and 10mT. A broad region of strong negative correlations192

(around -0.7) exist in both temperature fields, where more snow was predicted by those193

ensemble members with colder temperatures not just at Richmond, but rather over a broad194

region east of the Appalachians. The stronger correlations seen in 10mT than in 850T are195

expected since the top of the cold dome associated with CAD commonly lies below the 850196

hPa level. With such a dependence of the snow forecast on the large-scale thermal pattern197

during precipitation, it is of interest to analyze the forecast spreads of these temperature198

fields during precipitation as a function of decreasing forecast lead time to examine at what199

lead time a deterministic precipitation forecast may have had confidence. Consideration of200

forecast skill in 850T also has the benefit of avoiding boundary layer parameterizations that201

can affect the model’s precipitation and 10mT forecasts.202

Fig. 6a shows the warmest and coldest 17 ensemble members’ forecasts of 850T at Rich-203

mond for four successive ensemble initializations all valid at 06 UTC 6 February. The spread204

between the 18-hour forecast warm- and cold-subset-means was 3.8 ◦C and straddled the -2205
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◦C line commonly associated with the rain/snow transition at all lead times greater than 6206

hours. Similarly, Fig. 6b illustrates the run-to-run forecast tendencies of 10mT at Richmond.207

At the 18-hour lead time, the high correlations between SWE and 10mT that is evident in208

Fig. 5b existed with a spread between the warm- and cold-subset means of just 1.1 ◦C.209

Figs. 5 and 6 together show that the ensemble forecasts of 850T and 10mT that were highly210

correlated to the storm-total SWE forecast at Richmond did not decrease in uncertainty211

until a lead time of 6 hours.212

c. Relating Mesoscale and Synoptic-scale Predictabilities213

Cold air damming in the Mid-Atlantic is a mesoscale feature that forms when the surface214

pressure field favors cold air advection that traps cold air against the Appalachians, usually215

below 850 hPa (Bell and Bosart 1988). Therefore, while the SWE forecasts at Richmond were216

found to be sensitive to the 850T and 10mT fields in a broad region east of the mountains,217

it remains to be seen how the predictability of the mesoscale details of the CAD structure218

is related to the predictability of the large-scale cyclone track and SLP forecasts. This is219

examined by clustering the ensemble members by the warmest and coldest 18-hour 850T220

forecasts at Richmond at 06 UTC 6 February and examining the differences in the SWE and221

SLP forecasts of these warm and cold clusters.222

Fig. 7 reveals the relationship between the SWE, 850T, and SLP forecasts. As expected,223

the cold subset produced more SWE on the southern boundary of snowfall than the warm224

subset. The displacement in the -2 ◦C 850T isotherms was also associated with a meridional225

shift in the SLP field: colder ensemble members had low centers that tended to be farther226

south during precipitation. This shift is slightly evident in the location of the lowest SLP of227

each member, but it is even more apparent in the difference in the locations of the warm-228

and cold-subset-mean 1000 hPa SLP isobars. In Fig. 7b, the cold-subset-mean minus warm-229

subset-mean SLP field is contoured in the 15-km grid to better reveal 850T’s sensitivity230

not only to the approaching cyclone but also to the retreating northern anticyclone. The231
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dipole pattern of SLP differences roughly straddling the ensemble mean low pressure center232

is further evidence that the colder ensemble members, forecasting high snow at Richmond,233

were characterized by a southward shift of the storm center. These uncertainties cannot234

be purely due to timing errors among the ensemble members, since the storm-total SWE235

forecast remained uncertain, not just the values in the 18-hour forecast. Throughout the236

entire storm, some ensemble members preferentially predicted rain, and others snow.237

While pre-existing CAD was crucial in the ensemble’s prediction of precipitation type,238

uncertainties in the thermal structure east of the Appalachians were found to be related to239

an uncertainty in the SLP field at a lead time of 18 hours. No evidence exists for enhanced240

mesoscale predictability being facilitated by tightly clustered synoptic-scale predictions. In-241

stead, appreciable large-scale uncertainties are seen to contribute to large small-scale uncer-242

tainties.243

4. 26-27 December 2010 Snowstorm244

The blizzard of 26-27 December 2010 impacted the entire eastern coast of the United245

States, with up to 91 cm of snow falling in New Jersey, winds gusting up to 42 m s−1 in246

Massachusetts, and a very ill-prepared New York City left paralyzed with days of impassable247

roads and downed transportation systems. Contributing to the societal and financial impacts248

of the storm was the uncertainty that remained in the operational forecasts just 24 hours249

before the storm hit the Northeastern megalopolis area. The synoptic predictability of the250

storm, focusing on the medium-to-short range National Weather Service forecasts leading up251

to the onset of snowfall, has been well documented by the Hydrometeorological Prediction252

Center’s “Forecast Assessment” (Kocin et al. 2011).253

The primary forecast uncertainty associated with this event was due to an uncertainty in254

the phasing of upper- and lower-level disturbances and the subsequent track of the surface255

low dependent on this phasing. Deterministic models lacked consistency, and ensembles256
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communicated little confidence in forecasts of the track of the low. Also of note is that257

although the 33-hour SREF showed much greater agreement among ensemble members than258

the previous days’ forecasts of the storm track, with a tighter ensemble forecasting a low259

center close to the coastline, the accumulated snowfall forecast at JFK airport between 12260

UTC 26 December and 00 UTC 28 December still ranged from 3 to 53 cm among the ensemble261

members (Kocin et al. 2011). Here, using similar techniques as for the February storm, the262

importance of the synoptic uncertainties in modulating the predictability of mesoscale details263

is examined.264

a. Snow and Total Precipitation265

This storm was characterized by relatively large uncertainties in the banding structure266

of snowfall over New England, similar to that demonstrated by the multi-model ensemble267

simulations of Novak and Colle (2012). Fig. 8 shows the ensemble mean and spread in268

the 36-hour forecast of accumulated SWE between 12 UTC 26 December and 00 UTC 28269

December. In contrast to the February case, the ensemble spread shows a complex pattern270

of uncertainty in snowband locations, with large spread in areas of both predicted heavy and271

light snow. For further analysis, we focus on the mesoscale predictability of 850T, 10mT, and272

36-hour precipitation over Providence, RI, a location with a more uncertain snow forecast273

than New York City in our ensemble.274

Fig. 9 shows the SWE and total precipitation forecasts at Providence as a function of275

forecast lead time for the same initialization as in Fig. 8 (12 UTC 26 December). As in the276

February case, only the highest and lowest 17 ensemble members and each subset’s mean are277

shown, along with the total ensemble mean. Although this forecast was initialized just six278

hours prior to the onset of precipitation, significant spread existed not only in the storm-total279

SWE, but also in the storm-total precipitation forecast at Providence.280
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b. 850 hPa Temperatures281

Fig. 10 shows the 850T and 10mT forecasts as a function of forecast lead time for the282

same ensemble considered in Figs. 8 and 9. In the first six hours, before precipitation began283

to reach the ground at Providence, very little spread existed among the ensemble members.284

However, as precipitation occurred between the lead times of 6 and 18 hours, forecasts of285

850T and, to a lesser extent 10mT, spread out dramatically. At an 18-hour lead time, an 8286

◦C difference existed in the warm- and cold-subset means in the 850T field at Providence,287

and the predicted rates of snowfall also remained quite different.288

Although the ensemble communicated high uncertainty in the 850T and SWE forecasts at289

Providence, it is not obvious how closely these two uncertainties are linked. So, rather than290

clustering the 17 highest and lowest ensemble members with respect to SWE, the members291

are clustered according to the 850T forecast at an 18-hour lead time at Providence, and292

the SWE and total precipitation forecasts are displayed for these clusters in Fig. 11. This293

method reveals how well precipitation forecasts may be classified according to forecasts of294

850T during precipitation alone.295

While separation is evident in the precipitation forecasts between the warm and cold296

subsets, the separation is not large. Both the warm- and cold-subset means, for example, have297

36-hour forecast SWE less than the total ensemble mean, indicating that the heaviest snowfall298

members did not correspond to the most extreme temperatures during precipitation. The299

separation in total precipitation was better, however, with a 25 kg m−2 difference between300

the warm- and cold-subset means.301

c. Relating Mesoscale and Synoptic-scale Predictabilities302

What remains to be seen is how uncertainties in the 850T, 10mT, and SWE forecasts at303

Providence may have been caused by large-scale uncertainties in the cyclone track. Contin-304

uing to cluster based on the highly uncertain 850T Providence forecast at the verification305
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time of 06 UTC 27 December, the track of the cyclone centers for each of the warmest and306

coldest 17 members are shown in Fig. 12 throughout the forecast initialized 00 UTC 26 De-307

cember. Clearly, the cyclone tracks of the warm and cold members differed between forecast308

lead times of 18-30 hours, with the cold ensemble members having a low track farther off the309

coast than the warm members. This illustrates that the uncertainties in the temperature310

forecasts at 06 UTC 27 December were not simply due to timing uncertainties among the311

ensemble members. The storm-total precipitation forecasts had high variability, as did the312

actual track of the cyclone.313

To further relate the three predictabilities of total precipitation, 850T, and cyclone lo-314

cation, two techniques are used. Firstly, in Fig. 13, the ensemble members are clustered315

according to the 850T forecast at Providence valid 06 UTC 27 December for the two fore-316

casts initialized 00 and 12 UTC 26 December (Figs. 13a,b, respectively). The locations of317

the -2 ◦C 850T isotherm and 980 and 976 hPa SLP isobars are shown for the warm and cold318

subsets. In addition, the difference in the total accumulated precipitation between the warm319

and cold subsets for the common period of 12 UTC 26 December to 12 UTC 27 December320

is contoured in green.321

The three metrics of total precipitation, 850T, and SLP are related. For both forecast lead322

times, more precipitation is predicted over Rhode Island and southeastern Massachusetts323

by those ensemble members with a warmer 850 hPa temperature during precipitation at324

Providence. Further, these warmer forecasts were due to a noticebale westward shift in the325

location of the low pressure center, which as illustrated for the 30-hour forecast in Fig. 12326

was produced by a difference in the track of the cyclone after 18 UTC 26 December.327

As a second way to relate the predictabilities of total precipitation, 850T, and cyclone328

location, Fig. 14 shows the cross-correlation between the 36-hour forecast of accumulated329

SWE at Providence from 12 UTC 26 December to 00 UTC 28 December and the SLP330

field at a lead time of 18 hours valid 06 UTC 27 December, in the middle of the period of331

accumulation. Also shown in Fig. 14 are the same low centers and isobars as in Fig. 13a,332
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corresponding to the warm and cold 850T subsets at 06 UTC 27 December. The cross-333

correlations show a clear east-west dipole pattern that roughly straddles the separation334

between the locations of the warm and cold low centers. Thus, the storm-total snow forecast335

at Providence was highly sensitive to the location of the low center as precipitation was336

falling, and the uncertainties in the track of the cyclone further caused large uncertainties in337

the 850T forecasts. It appears that, although all ensemble members predicted a snow event338

over the East Coast, uncertainties in the large-scale forecasts led to large uncertainties in339

the small-scale details of the precipitation and 850T forecasts.340

5. Kinetic Energy Spectra341

To more closely examine the growth of initial-condition perturbations through the fore-342

casts of the two winter storms described in sections 3 and 4, the total and perturbation kinetic343

energy spectra were calculated at various lead times throughout the ensemble integrations.344

a. Total Kinetic Energy Spectra345

The total kinetic energy spectra (K̂E) was computed on the 5-km grid in the same346

manner as Durran et al. (2013), and similar to that of Skamarock (2004) but without the347

time- and vertical-averaging. Specifically, let ui,j,m and υi,j,m denote the zonal and meridional348

velocities at a given pressure level at grid point (i, j) for ensemble member m. To avoid the349

influences of the lateral boundary blending zone, the outermost 10 grid points on each side of350

the domain were excluded in all calculations. Also, following Errico (1985), the linear trend351

defined by the two endpoints of the velocity fields across each east-west model grid line was352

removed for each j and m. In this way, periodicity was enforced in the fields prior to their353

transformation to spectral space, removing spurious small-scale energy from the resulting354

spectra (see Fig. A2 of Skamarock (2004)). Then, the discrete Fourier transform was applied355

to each uj,m and υj,m. Denoting the transform by (̂·), and the complex conjugate by (·)∗,356
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the kinetic energy spectra for each j and m becomes357

K̂Ej,m(k) = α[ûj,m(k)û∗j,m(k) + υ̂j,m(k)υ̂∗j,m(k)], (1)

where k is the one-dimensional horizontal wavenumber and α is a constant equal to ∆x
2Nx

,358

where ∆x is the model grid spacing of 5 km and Nx is the total number of grid points359

along the ith coordinate included in the transform. Then, K̂Ej,m(k) was averaged over360

both j and m to give the ensemble- and meridional-averaged one-dimensional total kinetic361

energy spectrum, K̂E(k). Fig. 15 shows the kinetic energy spectrum at 500 hPa every six362

hours throughout the two ensemble forecasts initialized 12 UTC 4 February and 12 UTC 25363

December. These times are during the periods of cyclogenesis for each storm.364

The blue curves in Fig. 15 show the energy of the ensemble initial conditions as the365

analyzed EnKF posterior. More energy seems to have existed in the mesoscales between366

wavelengths of approximately 7∆x and 400 km than was maintained in the model after367

6 hours of integration, presumably a consequence of the data assimilation process which368

spreads local analysis increments in space according to the structures of the (localized)369

ensemble error covariance matrix. The lack of smoothness in the averaged initial spectra370

indicates that the ensemble initial conditions had a relatively tight spread, such that all of371

the ensemble members had a similar initial kinetic energy spectrum. However, this energy is372

redistributed by the model within the first six hours of integration. After this initial redis-373

tribution of energy, the ensemble maintained a broad spectral region between wavelengths of374

approximately 70-400 km in which the observed −5/3 slope was captured quite well in both375

cases. It is interesting to note that the EnKF assimilation changed the ensemble’s spatial376

distribution of kinetic energy by shifting between the 6-hour spectrum from the previous377

forecast (the prior; not shown, but similar to the green, 6-hour curves) to the blue, 0-hour378

spectrum (the posterior).379

At wavelengths greater than approximately 400 km, the spectral slope appears to steepen380

with increasing forecast lead time after the first six hours (Fig. 15). However, the spectral381

slope in the mesoscale wavelength band between approximately 400 and 70 km appears382
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to remain fairly constant. Therefore, there is evidence that the model was resolving the383

transition from a steeper spectral slope to a more shallow, k−5/3 relationship around a one-384

dimensional wavelength of 400 km. This is in agreement with the observed one-dimensional385

spectra reported by Nastrom and Gage (1985)1.386

b. Perturbation Kinetic Energy Spectra and Error Growth387

The perturbation kinetic energy spectra (K̂E ′) is calculated in the same manner as K̂E,388

except that ui,j,m and υi,j,m are replaced with u′i,j,m = ui,j,m − ūi,j and υ′i,j,m = υi,j,m − ῡi,j,389

where (̄·) indicates averaging over ensemble members. Fig. 16 shows the perturbation kinetic390

energy spectra for the same two times shown in Fig. 15. To the extent that the ensemble391

mean faithfully represents the true state of the atmosphere, the growth in the initial-condition392

perturbations of each ensemble member estimates the growth of error through a forecast, and393

the terms “perturbation” and “error” are used interchangeably throughout the remainder of394

this chapter.395

As apparent in Fig. 16, the initial error energy was not maximized at small scales. The396

EnKF instead distributed the perturbations in space such that their energy was maximized397

at the largest resolved scales. Further, the error grew significantly at the largest scales in the398

first six hours of the forecast, without waiting for the upscale error propagation described399

by the inverse error cascade from classical turbulence theory (Lorenz 1969; Rotunno and400

Snyder 2008). Instead, the error appears to have grown self-similarly for those wavelengths401

where the error remained unsaturated.402

To further contrast the error growth dynamics suggested by Fig. 16 with that of Lorenz403

(1969), the perturbation and total kinetic energy spectra are plotted together in Fig. 17.404

Only those wavelengths greater than the nominal 7∆x effective resolution of the model405

(Skamarock 2004) are shown, and the initialized total kinetic energy spectrum is omitted.406

1The Nastrom and Gage (1985) data are largely collected at levels between 9 and 14 km. Our simulations

also show k−5/3 energy spectra at these higher levels.
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In both cases, the cessation of error growth occurred once K̂E ′ equaled K̂E, an indication407

of error saturation. However, Fig. 17 suggests that the paradigm of error growth that408

operates in realistic mesoscale NWP models is different from that in Lorenz’s model based409

on statistical ensembles of isotropic turbulence. In particular, spectral error growth does not410

proceed exclusively from small-scale, initial-condition errors, but rather exists and grows at411

all scales immediately.412

The role of large-scale errors in the initial conditions of turbulent flow was examined413

by Lorenz (1969) and Rotunno and Snyder (2008). In Lorenz’s Experiment B, the initial414

error was injected only at the largest scale. Subsequent error growth then proceeded in415

a way similar to when the errors were initially confined to the smallest scales; the large-416

scale errors simply seeded errors in the small scales, which then propagated back upscale as417

though they had been present in the small scales initially. Similarly, Rotunno and Snyder418

(2008) highlighted the importance of downscale error spreading from initial large-scale errors.419

Through an eigenanalysis of Lorenz’s original error growth equation, they found that the420

primary difference between error growth in flows with a -3 and -5/3 spectrum was in how421

large-scale errors seeded the small scales. However, neither Lorenz (1969) nor Rotunno and422

Snyder (2008) considered error growth in situations where error initially existed at all scales,423

nor did they consider error growth through a basic-state kinetic energy spectrum containing424

a transition between -3 and -5/3 regimes. Either of these changes could have lead to error425

growth behavior different than that described by the inverse error cascade. In any case, the426

growth of errors evident in Fig. 17 is certainly not well described by the inverse error cascade,427

regardless of whether small-scale errors were present initially or were seeded by downscale428

spreading of errors in the large scales.429
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6. Conclusions430

The growth of mesoscale forecast errors arising from uncertainties in initial conditions431

was investigated by examining 100-member ensemble forecasts of two powerful snowstorms432

that struck the East Coast of the United States in February and December 2010. The433

ensemble spreads for both storms revealed significant forecast uncertainties in the snow-434

water equivalence, total precipitation, and the 850-hPa temperature at lead times as short435

as 18 hours. These uncertainties arose from mesoscale variations in the position of the rain-436

snow line or the heavy precipitation regions that were in turn linked to variations among the437

ensemble members in large-scale fields such as the sea level pressure.438

In the February case, significant uncertainties in the forecast precipitation type developed439

over parts of North Carolina and Virginia due to differences in how each ensemble member440

simulated the interactions between extant cold air damming and the warm front of an ap-441

proaching coastal cyclone. Ensemble members with low-pressure centers farther to the south442

predicted colder temperatures over the rain/snow transition region and higher snowfall. In443

the vicinity of Richmond, Virginia, the difference in forecast SWE between the means of the444

17 lowest- and 17 highest-snowfall members exceeded a factor of two beginning at forecast445

lead times of 18 hours. At the end of the 36-hour forecast, the low- and high-subset mean446

accumulations were 15 and 40 kg m−2, respectively.447

In the December case, large uncertainties in snow, total precipitation, and 850-hPa tem-448

peratures were related to a significant uncertainty in the track of the cyclone. Those ensemble449

members that kept the low farther west tended to produce warmer temperatures and more450

precipitation and snow over southeast New England. The difference between the 850-hPa451

temperatures of the means of the 17 warmest and 17 coldest ensemble members above Prov-452

idence, Rhode Island was approximately 8 ◦C at a forecast lead time of 18 hours.453

One key question is whether the rate at which our ensemble spread grows correctly rep-454

resents the rate at which slightly different atmospheric states would diverge. Evaluating the455

consistency of our 22 ensemble forecasts for 850-hPa temperatures within a large region east456
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of the Appalachians at an 18-hour lead time, we obtained rank histogram and binned spread457

skill plots illustrating that the variance of the error in the ensemble mean was greater than458

the predicted ensemble spread. Therefore, our ensemble was, on average, under-dispersive,459

and the ensemble spread likely underestimated the true forecast uncertainty.460

Many studies have aimed to elucidate the error growth dynamics controlling mesoscale461

predictability. Important early theories were based on an inverse error cascade in classi-462

cal turbulence models, where unresolved small-scale errors gradually propagated up to the463

largest scales (Lorenz 1969). In contrast, the dominant paradigm in operational mesoscale464

meteorology has been one in which the mesoscale is assumed to inherit predictability from465

the synoptic scale and thereby maintain forecast skill at much longer lead times than those466

suggested by turbulence models (Anthes et al. 1985; Mass et al. 2002). Nevertheless, the467

results in this paper, along with several recent studies (Nuss and Miller 2001; Reinecke and468

Durran 2009; Durran et al. 2013), suggest that mesoscale circulations are in fact extremely469

sensitive to small synoptic-scale errors. A variety of situations have now been documented470

in which the degree of synoptic-scale accuracy required to successfully forecast mesoscale471

weather patterns at one- or two-day lead times would be quite difficult to achieve in prac-472

tice.473

Recent studies have suggested that forecast errors amplify by projecting onto the most474

rapidly growing physical structures, the scale of which depends on the model resolution and475

the dynamics of the flow being modeled. Examples include baroclinic instability on the476

synoptic scale (Tribbia and Baumhefner 2004) and convective instability on the small scale477

(Hohenegger and Schär 2007). Linking instabilities with upscale error growth, Tan et al.478

(2004) and Zhang et al. (2007) suggested a multistage process in which errors originating479

on the scale of moist convection are responsible for stimulating error growth at intermediate480

scales that subsequently spread to scales large enough to influence baroclinic instability.481

The spectral structure of the ensemble spread in these simulations was examined by eval-482

uating the ensemble- and meridional-averaged total and perturbation kinetic energy spec-483
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tra on the 5-km, convection-permitting grid. The ensembles clearly captured the observed484

k−5/3 total kinetic energy spectrum at wavelengths less than approximately 400 km and also485

showed a transition to a roughly k−3 dependence at longer wavelengths. In contrast to the486

small-scale initial errors assumed in several idealized studies of atmospheric predictability,487

the initial perturbation kinetic energy of our EnKF-generated ensembles was maximized at488

the largest scales. This is consistent with previous investigations that relied on data assimi-489

lation to either create pairs of different initial conditions (Bei and Zhang 2007; Mapes et al.490

2008) or to initialize a large ensemble (Durran et al. 2013), all of which also found that491

the initial perturbation kinetic energy was maximized at the largest scales. As discussed in492

Durran et al. (2013), this large-scale maximum is likely a reflection of both small shifts in the493

structure of the synoptic-scale waves and the true spectral signature of isolated, small-scale494

disturbances.495

At least as notable as the initial structure of the perturbation kinetic energy in our en-496

sembles is the nature of the error growth. Initial-condition errors did not simply propagate497

upscale according to an inverse cascade. Instead, the initial errors began growing immedi-498

ately at all scales, and the amplifying perturbation kinetic energy spectra formed a series of499

self-similar curves over all wave numbers where the error had not yet saturated. Following500

the terminology suggested by Mapes et al. (2008), the evolution of the perturbation kinetic501

energy in Fig. 17 may be described as “up-magnitude” rather than “up-scale”. We are con-502

tinuing to investigate the factors regulating the structure and evolution of the kinetic energy503

spectra in our ensembles.504
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APPENDIX510

511

Verification of Ensemble Consistency512

Two techniques were used to test the consistency of the 18-hour 850 hPa temperature513

forecasts: the rank histogram (Anderson 1996) and the binned spread skill plot (Wang and514

Bishop 2003). Ensemble verification was performed using 22 ensemble forecasts covering515

both the February and December simulations on the 5-km grid in the 355x705 km box east516

of the Appalachians shown in Fig. 18. As a surrogate for the true state at each grid point517

in the box, the ensemble mean of the EnKF posterior at the verification time was used.518

In order to correct for the conditional bias and account for the high correlations among519

ensemble errors in the individual 22 forecasts, the average bias for each forecast over all of the520

grid points in the box was subtracted from each ensemble member prior to the verification521

calculations. For each forecast, the average bias was calculated by averaging the difference522

between the ensemble mean forecast and the mean EnKF posterior at each grid point. In523

this way the verifications resulting from 22 ensemble forecasts of temperature verified on524

71x141 grid points were not treated as 220,242 independent verifications. Instead, since the525

ensemble forecast errors were known to be similar throughout the verification domain, a526

single bias was calculated and removed for each of the 22 forecasts.527

a. Rank Histogram528

Shown in Fig. 19 is the bias-corrected rank histogram with the expected uniform distri-529

bution shown in black and 95% confidence intervals around the uniform distribution shown530

in red. The confidence intervals were calculated by assuming that just 100 of the 10,011 grid531

points in the verification domain could be considered independent observations, using the532

binomial proportion confidence interval formula (Wilks 2011, Eq. 8.77).533
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Since each forecast was manually unbiased prior to verification, the “U” shape evident in534

Fig. 19 is illustrative of an underdispersive ensemble that falls well outside the threshold of535

a uniform distribution. Although this rank histogram reveals that our ensemble prediction536

system is suboptimal and that many improvements can be made through ensemble post-537

processing, it does illustrate that, on average, the ensemble spread was underestimating the538

uncertainty in the forecasts.539

b. Binned Spread Skill540

Next, the binned spread skill relationship is plotted in Fig. 20 with 10 equally populated541

bins of 22,024 verifications each (the final two observations were discarded to produce equally542

populated bins). The red and blue circles of Fig. 20 represent the 95% confidence interval543

in the MSE of the ensemble mean obtained from 1000 bootstrap resamples of the 22,024544

verifications within each bin.545

Although there is evidence of ensemble reliability, in that larger ensemble spreads tended546

to be associated with a decreased confidence in the mean (a greater variance in the ensemble547

mean error), it is again evident that the ensemble was underdispersive and tended to under-548

estimate the uncertainty in the 18-hour 850 hPa temperature forecasts within the verification549

domain east of the Appalachians.550

It is no surprise that the single-model ensemble system used in this study was underdis-551

persive. The ultimate aim of ensemble forecasting is to produce estimates that fully sample552

the uncertainty space that exists from a variety of sources, including insufficient knowledge553

of the initial state, uncertainties in the dynamics of physical processes, and errors in the554

discretization and numerical methods used to solve the model equations. Our ensemble pre-555

diction system has attempted to account only for uncertainties in the initial state. Each556

ensemble member produced a deterministic forecast using the same underlying dynamics.557

Thus, the possibly significant source of uncertainty arising from error in the numerical model558

was not simulated, and the ensemble verification metrics presented here illustrate the under-559
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dispersion that results from neglecting sources of uncertainty other than those in the initial560

state. Nevertheless, Figs. 19 and 20 inspire confidence that the spread in the 850T forecasts561

did not overestimate the uncertainty of actual atmospheric events.562
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List of Figures660

1 COAMPS domains used for the December case in red lines and the February661
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4 The two-meter temperature field (colored) and the ensemble mean sea-level673

pressure field (contoured) at four times prior to the onset of precipitation674
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initialized 00 UTC 5 February. 36677
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significant at the 95% confidence level. Contour intervals are 0.1, shown for681
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black. 37683

6 Forecasts of (a): 850T and (b): 10mT over Richmond valid 06 UTC 6 February684

as a function of forecast lead time. 38685
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7 (a): Locations of the -2 ◦C 850 hPa isotherms, 1000 hPa SLP isobars, and low686

centers at an 18-hour lead time, valid 06 UTC 6 February, subset by the 18-687

hour 850T forecast at Richmond. Red curves show the mean of the warmest688

17 members, and blue curves show the mean of the coldest 17 members. Con-689

toured in green is the warm-subset-mean minus cold-subset-mean difference690

in accumulated SWE between 12 UTC 5 February and 12 UTC 6 February.691

The -15, -20, and -25 kg m−2 lines are plotted. (b): Ensemble mean SLP field692

(white contours) at a lead time of 18 hours, valid 06 UTC 6 February, with693

the cold-subset-mean minus warm-subset-mean difference in SLP (colored). 39694

8 Ensemble spread (colored) and mean (contoured in gray) of the 36-hour ac-695

cumulated SWE for the period 12 UTC 26 December - 00 UTC 28 December696

on the 5-km domain. The 10, 30, and 50 kg m−2 ensemble mean SWE con-697

tours are in gray and labeled, while the 500 m terrain line is in black, and the698

location of Providence is marked with the black circle. 40699

9 Forecasts of (a): SWE, and (b): total precipitation over Providence from the700

ensemble initialized 12 UTC 26 December as a function of forecast lead time.701

Subsets are defined by the highest and lowest accumulations at each time. 41702

10 Forecasts of (a): 850T and (b): 10mT over Providence from the ensemble703

initialized 12 UTC 26 December as a function of forecast lead time. Subsets704

are defined by the warmest and coldest members at each time. 42705

11 Forecasts of (a): SWE and (b): total precipitation over Providence from the706

ensemble initialized 12 UTC 26 December as a function of forecast lead time.707

Subsets are defined by the warmest and coldest members at Providence at the708

18-hour lead time, which is during precipitation. 43709
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12 Track of the low center between 00 UTC 26 December and 06 UTC 27 De-710

cember, between the lead times of 0-30 hours of the ensemble initialized 00711

UTC 26 December. Subsets are defined by the warmest (red) and coldest712

(blue) members in the 30-hour 850T forecast at Providence. Lows are shown713

in italic for lead times of 0, 12, and 24 hours and in normal font for 6, 18, and714

30 hours. 44715

13 Locations of the -2 ◦C 850 hPa isotherms, 980 and 976 hPa SLP isobars, and716

low centers valid 06 UTC 6 February, subset by the 850T (a): 18-hour forecast717

initialized 12 UTC 26 December, and (b): 30-hour forecast initialized 00 UTC718

26 December at Providence. Red corresponds to the warmest 17 members,719

and blue the coldest 17 members. Contoured in green is the warm-subset-720

mean minus cold-subset-mean difference in total accumulated precipitation721

between 12 UTC 26 December and 12 UTC 27 December. Shown are the 20,722

25, and 30 kg m−2 lines in (b). In (a), the 30 kg m−2 line is not applicable. 45723

14 Cross-correlations between 36-hour accumulated SWE at Providence and the724

18-hour SLP forecast shown with labels between -0.7 and 0.4 with an interval725

of 0.1. Only those regions with a regression significant at the 95% level are726

shown. The locations of the low centers and 980 and 976 hPa SLP isobars of727

the warm (red) and cold (blue) subsets (as in Fig. 13a) are also shown. 46728

15 Ensemble- and meriodional-averaged total kinetic energy spectra at 500 hPa729

on the 5-km grid shown every six hours (line colors given in the legend) for the730

ensemble initialized (a): 12 UTC 4 February and (b): 12 UTC 25 December.731

Lines with k−5/3 and k−3 slopes are plotted as a reference, and the dashed ver-732

tical black line indicates the 7∆x wavelength suggested by Skamarock (2004)733

to be the effective model resolution. 47734

16 As in Fig. 15 but for perturbation kinetic energy, K̂E ′. 48735
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17 Ensemble- and meriodional-averaged total (solid lines) and perturbation (dashed736

lines) kinetic energy spectra at 500 hPa shown every six hours (line colors given737

in the legend) for the ensemble initialized (a): 12 UTC 4 February and (b):738

12 UTC 25 December. Only those wavelengths greater than 7∆x are shown,739

and the spectrum for the K̂E initialization is not shown. 49740

18 Domain used for ensemble consistency verification on the 5-km grid with 22741

forecasts covering both storms. 50742

19 Rank histogram of the 18-hour 850T forecasts within the verification domain.743

The dashed black line shows the theoretical uniform distribution, with the744

red lines forming a 95% confidence interval assuming less than 1% of the745

observations of each forecast are independent. 51746

20 Binned spread skill plot of the 18-hour 850T forecasts within the verification747

domain. Red and blue circles form a 95% confidence interval based on 1000748

bootstrap resamples of the error in the ensemble mean within each bin. 52749
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Fig. 1. COAMPS domains used for the December case in red lines and the February case
in dashed, black lines. The largest grid has a horizontal grid spacing of 45 km, with a factor
of three decrease in spacing for each smaller grid.
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Fig. 2. Ensemble spread and mean of 36-hour accumulated SWE for the period 12 UTC 5
February - 00 UTC 7 February on the 5-km domain. The 10, 30, and 50 kg m−2 ensemble
mean SWE contours are in gray and labeled, while the 500 m terrain line is in black, and
the location of Richmond is marked with the black circle.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3. 36-hour accumulated (a): SWE and (b): Total precipitable water over Richmond
between 12 UTC 5 February and 00 UTC 7 February for the highest (red) and lowest (blue)
17 ensemble members and their means. The full ensemble mean is shown in black.
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Fig. 4. The two-meter temperature field (colored) and the ensemble mean sea-level pressure
field (contoured) at four times prior to the onset of precipitation at Richmond. The 500 m
elevation contour is shown in black. The times correspond to forecast lead times of 6, 12,
18, and 24 hours for the ensemble initialized 00 UTC 5 February.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Cross-correlations between 36-hour accumulated SWE at Richmond and the 18-hour
(a): 850T and (b): 10mT forecasts. The location of Richmond is marked with a red circle.
All regressions in the shaded regions are statistically significant at the 95% confidence level.
Contour intervals are 0.1, shown for those values less than or equal to -0.5, and the 500 m
terrain line is shown in black.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 6. Forecasts of (a): 850T and (b): 10mT over Richmond valid 06 UTC 6 February as
a function of forecast lead time.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 7. (a): Locations of the -2 ◦C 850 hPa isotherms, 1000 hPa SLP isobars, and low
centers at an 18-hour lead time, valid 06 UTC 6 February, subset by the 18-hour 850T
forecast at Richmond. Red curves show the mean of the warmest 17 members, and blue
curves show the mean of the coldest 17 members. Contoured in green is the warm-subset-
mean minus cold-subset-mean difference in accumulated SWE between 12 UTC 5 February
and 12 UTC 6 February. The -15, -20, and -25 kg m−2 lines are plotted. (b): Ensemble
mean SLP field (white contours) at a lead time of 18 hours, valid 06 UTC 6 February, with
the cold-subset-mean minus warm-subset-mean difference in SLP (colored).
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Fig. 8. Ensemble spread (colored) and mean (contoured in gray) of the 36-hour accumulated
SWE for the period 12 UTC 26 December - 00 UTC 28 December on the 5-km domain. The
10, 30, and 50 kg m−2 ensemble mean SWE contours are in gray and labeled, while the 500
m terrain line is in black, and the location of Providence is marked with the black circle.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. Forecasts of (a): SWE, and (b): total precipitation over Providence from the
ensemble initialized 12 UTC 26 December as a function of forecast lead time. Subsets are
defined by the highest and lowest accumulations at each time.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 10. Forecasts of (a): 850T and (b): 10mT over Providence from the ensemble initialized
12 UTC 26 December as a function of forecast lead time. Subsets are defined by the warmest
and coldest members at each time.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 11. Forecasts of (a): SWE and (b): total precipitation over Providence from the
ensemble initialized 12 UTC 26 December as a function of forecast lead time. Subsets are
defined by the warmest and coldest members at Providence at the 18-hour lead time, which
is during precipitation.
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Fig. 12. Track of the low center between 00 UTC 26 December and 06 UTC 27 December,
between the lead times of 0-30 hours of the ensemble initialized 00 UTC 26 December.
Subsets are defined by the warmest (red) and coldest (blue) members in the 30-hour 850T
forecast at Providence. Lows are shown in italic for lead times of 0, 12, and 24 hours and in
normal font for 6, 18, and 30 hours.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 13. Locations of the -2 ◦C 850 hPa isotherms, 980 and 976 hPa SLP isobars, and
low centers valid 06 UTC 6 February, subset by the 850T (a): 18-hour forecast initialized 12
UTC 26 December, and (b): 30-hour forecast initialized 00 UTC 26 December at Providence.
Red corresponds to the warmest 17 members, and blue the coldest 17 members. Contoured
in green is the warm-subset-mean minus cold-subset-mean difference in total accumulated
precipitation between 12 UTC 26 December and 12 UTC 27 December. Shown are the 20,
25, and 30 kg m−2 lines in (b). In (a), the 30 kg m−2 line is not applicable.
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Fig. 14. Cross-correlations between 36-hour accumulated SWE at Providence and the 18-
hour SLP forecast shown with labels between -0.7 and 0.4 with an interval of 0.1. Only those
regions with a regression significant at the 95% level are shown. The locations of the low
centers and 980 and 976 hPa SLP isobars of the warm (red) and cold (blue) subsets (as in
Fig. 13a) are also shown.
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(a)

Fig. 15. Ensemble- and meriodional-averaged total kinetic energy spectra at 500 hPa on the
5-km grid shown every six hours (line colors given in the legend) for the ensemble initialized
(a): 12 UTC 4 February and (b): 12 UTC 25 December. Lines with k−5/3 and k−3 slopes
are plotted as a reference, and the dashed vertical black line indicates the 7∆x wavelength
suggested by Skamarock (2004) to be the effective model resolution.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 16. As in Fig. 15 but for perturbation kinetic energy, K̂E ′.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 17. Ensemble- and meriodional-averaged total (solid lines) and perturbation (dashed
lines) kinetic energy spectra at 500 hPa shown every six hours (line colors given in the legend)
for the ensemble initialized (a): 12 UTC 4 February and (b): 12 UTC 25 December. Only

those wavelengths greater than 7∆x are shown, and the spectrum for the K̂E initialization
is not shown.
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Fig. 18. Domain used for ensemble consistency verification on the 5-km grid with 22 forecasts
covering both storms.
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Fig. 19. Rank histogram of the 18-hour 850T forecasts within the verification domain.
The dashed black line shows the theoretical uniform distribution, with the red lines forming
a 95% confidence interval assuming less than 1% of the observations of each forecast are
independent.
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Fig. 20. Binned spread skill plot of the 18-hour 850T forecasts within the verification
domain. Red and blue circles form a 95% confidence interval based on 1000 bootstrap
resamples of the error in the ensemble mean within each bin.
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